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... Â«/usr/share/icons/hicolor/48x48/apps/mvp-baseball-2005-un.pngÂ» Hello. I'm trying to build goocanvas for
x86_64 using a ubuntu 12.04 linux-lts kernel (4.4.2) on an amd 64 machine. I get the following error:
/usr/include/glib-2.0/glib/gstdio.h:36:26: fatal error: gnome/libgnome-2.0.h: No such file or directory. I'm pretty sure
that the problem is in the file gnome/libgnome-2.0.h and that's something to do with the -lgnome2 -lgtk2 linker flags,
but I don't know how to fix it. Any clues? I mean in #kubuntu and kde is not part of ubuntu. When you don't have a
soulmate and the only people you can do fun things with are a lot older than you, what do you do? I have a problem
with apt-get update. It says for example: W: An error occurred during the signature verification. The repository is not
updated and the previous index files will be used. How to do that? _joker_: well it's probly one of the file you don't
have, when you get that error look at the line number of that file in /var/log/auth.log _joker_: if it's your firewall maybe
it's denying all traffic so you can't get the wget file Thank you sacarlson. That was the problem. _joker_: welcome
_joker_: : threre is a built in package verifier, to help ensure that there is no underlying issue with a package.'apt-key
adv --keyserver keyserver.ubuntu.com --recv-keys KEYID ; apt-key adv --keyserver hkp://keyserver.ubuntu.com:80
--recv-keys KEYID ; ' since I've added ppa's, etc. how
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